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By Khenpo Ngawang Palzang

Namo ratnaṇayaya!

Having abandoned your kingdom,² taking on hundreds of hardships,
You took the support of 157 gurus.²
Everything there is to know, you perfectly mastered.
Second Buddha,³ to you I pray!

In the Victor’s presence, you nurture⁴ your noble spiritual sons.⁵
Glorious Illuminator⁶ of the Land of Snows,
Stainless Sky in Tuṣita,⁷
Wish-fulfilling jewel, to you I pray!
Prince Könchok Bang, prophesied by Tārā, Sublime master of all the Sages’s teachings, Gyalwe Jungne, victorious source of the Jowo Kadampa teachings Brimming with the sevenfold divinity and doctrine, to you I pray! Invested as the regent of the glorious site of Reting, You beautified it with the pith instructions of the Jowo steeped in the seven lineages, And by dressing this realm in saffron robes. Protector of the Land of Snows, to you I pray!

You united theory and practice by studying, contemplating, and practicing The six books associated with faith, respect, meditation, and conduct.
Renowned as the encyclopedia of Kadam—Putowa,
Youthful Mañjuśrī, to you I pray! [148]

[Chen-ngawa]
Holder of the experience lineage in the instructions\textsuperscript{16}
For all the manifest realizations of the perfection of wisdom\textsuperscript{17}
And the graduated path of the four truths—Chen-ngawa,
Great Compassionate One,\textsuperscript{18} to you I pray!

[Puchungwa\textsuperscript{19}]
With the secret oral instruction of the sixteen drops\textsuperscript{20}
You blazed a trail\textsuperscript{21} for the wondrous sevenfold lineage.\textsuperscript{22}
Master of interdependence,\textsuperscript{23} spiritual friend Puchungwa,
Lord of Secrets,\textsuperscript{24} to you I pray!

From the Three Brothers, the Kadam lineage
Of the three scopes, harmonious practices,
Gradually spread on the four bases of treatise, instruction, pith instruction, and exegesis.
Holy spiritual friends of this lineage—
I pray to you! Please grace me with your compassion!

Life runs out year by year. Years and months slip away day by day.
Not a moment lasts. It is the nature of things to die.
When I want things to last forever, when I’m tangled in this life,
I pray to you, victorious father and son!
Please bless me, Three Brothers, my spiritual friends!
Masters of the Kadam lineage, please hold me in your compassion!
No one knows where they will die, and how ones dies is not set in stone.
No matter who keeps me company, I am marked for death.\[149\]
Rich or poor, high or low, no one escapes their demise.
When I am confused from letting my mind wander like an immortal god,
I pray to you, victorious father and son!
Please bless me, Three Brothers, my spiritual friends!
Masters of the Kadam lineage, please hold me in your compassion!

When death calls, my father, mother, siblings, companions,
Enjoyments, enemies, and friends will not come with me.
I know that help and harm only stem from my positive and negative actions;
So when I am caught up in pointless activities that take me away from Dharma,
I pray to you, victorious father and son!
Please bless me, Three Brothers, my spiritual friends!
Masters of the Kadam lineage, please hold me in your compassion!
Undeceiving Three Jewels—my ultimate sources of refuge—
I take shelter wholeheartedly in their protection,
And I do not err in the subtleties of what to do and not do in light of cause and effect.
Once I have understood the seven stages of the three scopes’ paths,
Please bless me to apply them in the right way!

Studying widely, I clear away misguided distortions.
With pure moral discipline, I have set my foundation
And, with love and compassion, I train in bodhicitta.
Now, please, bless my view and conduct to be utterly pure!

Unconcerned with friends and felicities,
I have completely given up on future plans.  
Never parting from the profound meaning of practice,  
May the three vajra convictions unfold in me!  

Fused with the will to practice holy Dharma,  
With no friends or goals, keeping out of the two extremes,  
My whole life spent accomplishing enlightenment—  
May I arrive at the end of the four ambitions!  

Having banished myself from ordinary pursuits,  
As a derelict divorced from the eight worldly concerns,  
Joining up with the Kadam forebears,  
May I master banishment, joining, and achievement!
In short, motivated by hindrances, I am done with plans. Hitting the road, I am done with monks and townspeople. As a king of nothing to be done, letting go of this life, In solitude, may I reach the end of accomplishment!

As soon as I, like everyone, pass from this life, In the city of the Delightful Dharma-Den Wonderland, Under the care the Victorious One and his spiritual sons, Having reached the end of the ocean of completion, maturation, and training, May I become like you, a master of the teachings!

Through the virtue of this arrangement that reflects the words in the precious volumes of the teachings of the Lord and sons, considering the spiritually nourishing conditions of this precious guru who gave up on this life, cut the fetters of attachment, and who, like a wounded deer escaping from a trap, in a remote place with no people, accomplished his own and others' benefit and extinguished the fire of hostility with the moisture of precious bodhicitta, this was written by the monastic Dharma teacher, Tsultrim Gyatso, in devoted admiration of the stories of the enlightened lives of the Lord and his sons.
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TIBETAN REFERENCES


SECONDARY REFERENCES


1 Like Buddha Śākyamuni, Atiśa Dipamkara was born into royalty in Bengal, but he renounced his birthright to pursue spiritual practice. For his biography, see Apple, *Atiśa Dipamkara*, 2019.

2 According to James B. Apple, “Traditional accounts mention that he had twelve root gurus” (Apple *Atiśa Dipamkara*, chap.1). The five main gurus from Atiśa’s early life are “the brahmin Jītiśrī, the scholar-monk Bodhibhadra, the contemplative-monk Vidyākokuśa, and the tantric yogi Avadhūtīpa and Rāhulaṇḍavajra” (Apple *Atiśa Dipamkara*, chap.1). His most important teacher was Serlingpa (a.k.a., Dharmakīrtiśrī) who he met on his travels to Sumatra. Upon his return to India, he studied with Ratnākaraśānti and Kamala卡拉. In addition to those teachers, biographies say that “the great adept Nāropa instructed him in the vision of emptiness, Dombipa in yogic discipline, Balinācāra in tantric ritual, Mahājana in miraculous abilities, Bhūtakoṭi in the worship of Vajravārahi, Paramāśva in the special instructions of Nāgārjuna, Prajñābhadra in the awakening mind, [and] Ratnākaraśānti in the meaning of the commentaries” (Apple *Atiśa Dipamkara*, chap.1). In Apple’s summary of Atiśa’s traditional biographies, it is said that he “studied the extent of the Buddhist knowledge with one hundred fifty-seven spiritual teachers” during a period of intensive training after he took ordination in the Mahāsāṃghika order at the age of twenty-nine in Bodhgaya.

3 Or, “second victorious one [of our age]” (*rgyal ba gnyis pa*). This epithet is also commonly applied to Nāgārjuna, Guru Rinpoche, and Tsongkhapa.

4 “Nurture” (*skyong/skyong ba, pala*). This is possibly a play on the Sanskrit word *pala* since Atiśa came from a royal lineage in the Pala Empire, whose leaders took the name.

5 In this line, there is a play on the terms *rgyal ba* (jīna, “victorious one/conqueror”) and *rgyal sras* (jinaṇputra, “son or daughter of the victorious ones”). In Buddhist contexts, these terms usually refer to buddhas and bodhisattvas. Just above, Atiśa was referred to as the “Second Buddha,” and his sons are his main students who are evoked in the verses that follow. Rather than dwell on the “victor” root of each term here, we translated them more loosely for the sake of elegance and syllabic economy.

6 “Illuminator” (*mar me mdzad, dipamkara*) the second part of Atiśa’s name.

7 When Atiśa passed away, he informed his students that he would next take birth as a son of a god in Tuṣita Heaven named Stainless Skjr [dri med nam mkha’] (Apple *Atiśa Dipamkara*, chap. 2).

8 For Dromtönka’s biography, see Gardner, “Dromton Gyelwa Junge,” 2010.

9 Prince Könchok Bang. One of Dromtönka’s twenty-two prior birth stories recorded in the *Book of Kadam* (Jinpa 2013, 655, n. 484). For a brief summary of this story, see Roesler *A Palace for Those Who Have Eyes to See*, 134.

10 “Victory’s Source” or “victorious source” (*rgyal ba’i ’byung gnas*), an epithet for Dromtönka. For Dromtönka’s biography, see Gardner, “Dromton Gyelwa Junge,” 2010.

11 Jowo (*jo bo*) is an honorific title akin to “lord” or “venerable.” It is particularly applied to Atiśa, who is often referred to as *jowo je* (“venerable lord”). Kadampa refers to a member of the Kadam lineage founded by Atiśa.
“Sevenfold divinity and doctrine” is a term for the core teachings of the Kadam tradition. These include teachings related to four main divine figures (Tārā, Avalokiteśvara, Buddha Śākyamuni, and the protector Acala) and the three sections or pitakas of the Buddhist canon (Vinaya, Sutra, Abhidharma).

According to Thupten Jinpa, “A fifteenth-century history of the Kadam order offers four different explanations of the name. First, Kadam may be defined as ‘those for whom the essence of the entire Buddhist scripture is integrated within the path of the three scopes—the spiritual aspirations of initial, intermediate, and advance capacities—and for whom all the scriptures of the Buddha appear as personal instructions.’ A second interpretation of the meaning of Kadam suggests that the tradition is so called ‘because the Kadam founding father, Dromtönpa, chose, in accordance with the sacred instruction of Master Atiśa, the sevenfold divinity and teaching as his principal practice.’ ‘Sevenfold’ refers to the threefold teaching (the baskets of monastic discipline, discourses, and knowledge) and the four divinities (Buddha, Avalokiteśvara, Tārā, and Acala). A third interpretation is that when Master Atiśa was residing at Nyethang his disciples accorded great authority to his sacred words, so they came to be known as ‘Kadampas’—those who hold the sacred words as binding. The final interpretation is that the Kadampas are guided by the three baskets of scripture in their overall Dharma practice and approach Vajrayāna teachings and practices circumspectly (Jinpa Wisdom of the Kadam Masters, intro).

These seven are most likely the same as the “sevenfold divinity and doctrine” in note thirteen.

Saffron robes (ngur smig, kaṣāya or kaśīya), a metonym for the monastic tradition in general.

These are: (1) Asaṅga’s Bodhisattva Levels; (2) Maitreya’s Ornament of Mahāyāna Sūtras; (3) Śantideva’s Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life and (4) Compendium of Trainings; (5) Āryaśāra’s Garland of Birth Stories; and (6) the Collection of Aphorisms, attributed to the historical Buddha. The study of these treatises is complemented with further Indian Buddhist classics like Nāgarjuna’s Fundamental Wisdom of the Middle Way, his Seventy Stanzas on Emptiness, and Atiśa’s Entry into the Two Truths and An Instruction on the Middle Way (Jinpa 2008, 9). See also Gardner 2009.


Perfection of wisdom (shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa, prajñāparamitā) carries a rich range of meanings. In his annotations to The Book of Kadam, Thupten Jinpa provides the following gloss: “One of the six perfections that lie at the heart of the practice of the bodhisattva. The term refers also to a specific subdivision of the Mahāyāna scriptures that outline the essential aspects of the meditation on emptiness and their associated paths and resultant states. The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines, the Heart Sutra, and the Diamond Cutter are some of the most well-known Perfection of Wisdom scriptures. In The Book of Kadam the term is often used as an epithet for Perfection of Wisdom Mother, a feminine divinity that embodies the perfection of wisdom of a fully awakened buddha” (Jinpa 2008, 673).

An epithet of Avalokiteśvara.

For Puchungwa’s biography, see Gardner 2009c.

The sixteen drops are: (1) the drop of the outer inconceivable array; (2) the drop of this World Endured; (3) the drop of the realm of Tibet; (4) the drop of one’s abode and the drawn mandala; (5) the drop of Perfection of Wisdom Mother; (6) the drop of her son, Buddha Śākyamuni; (7) the drop of Great Compassion; (8) the drop of Wisdom Tārā; (9) the drop of her wrathful form; (10) the drop of Acala, their immutable nature; (11) the drop of Atiśa; (12) the drop of Dromtön Gyalwe Jungne; (13) the drop of the vast practice of the bodhisattva; (14) the drop of the profound view of emptiness; (15) the drop of the inspirational practice; (16) the drop of great awakening (Jinpa 2008, 13–14).

On these practices, Thupten Jinpa writes, “The idea of the sixteen-drops practice is fairly straightforward. Like a powerful camera lens zooming from the widest possible angle to a progressively smaller focus and, finally, to a tiny point, the meditation becomes increasingly focused, moving from the entire cosmos...
to this world in particular, to the realm of Tibet, to the practitioner’s own dwelling, and finally culminating within your own body. Within your body, you then visualize inside your heart the Perfection of Wisdom Mother, within whose heart is her son, Buddha Śākyamuni. Within the Buddha’s heart is Great Compassion Avalokiteśvara, within whose heart is Tara, and so on, continuing with wrathful Tārā, Acala, Atiśa, and Dromtönpa. Within Dromtönpa’s heart you then visualize Maitreya surrounded by the masters of the lineage of vast practice; and within his heart you visualize Nāgārjuna surrounded by the masters of the lineage of profound view; and within his heart you visualize Vajradhara surrounded by the masters of the lineage of inspirational practice.

Finally, inside Vajradhara’s heart, you visualize yourself as a buddha, embodying all three buddha bodies, and within your heart is a white drop the size of a mustard seed. This seed increases in size and turns into a vast radiant jewel container at the center of which your mind is imagined as a yellow drop the size of a pea. This, in turn, increases in size and turns into an ocean of drops the color of refined gold; the ocean is transparent, smooth, resolute, vast, and pervasive, and it reflects all forms. You then rest your mind, without wavering, upon this drop of great awakening, fused, and free of any sense of subject-object duality” (Jinpa 2008, 14).

21 “Blazed a trail” renders srol mdzad pa, the honorific form of the verb srol 'byed pa, which has the sense of initiating a new way within an already established tradition (srol gdod pa). According to Thupten Jinpa, “Phuchungwa is most revered as the founder of the ‘Kadam lineage of pith instructions’ and as the inheritor of Atiśa and Dromtönpa’s teachings enshrined in the Book of Kadam. He is also credited with being the source of the mind-training practice known as the ‘heart of dependent origination,’ a text of which can be found in Mind Training: The Great Collection” (Jinpa 2013, part I.3).

22 Again, this refers to the “sevenfold divinity and doctrine” seen above.

23 As mentioned, Puchungwa specifically transmitted the Kadam pith instructions (man ngag, upadeśa) on interdependence/independent origination (Jinpa 2008, 9; Jinpa 2013, part I.3).

24 An epithet of Vajrapāṇi.

25 The Three Brothers (sku mched gsum) are Putowa, Chen-ngawa, and Puchungwa.

26 Three scopes (skyes bu gsum). According to Thupten Jinpa, “The three scopes refer to the practitioners of initial, intermediate, and advanced scopes or capacities. Atiśa’s Lamp for the Path to Enlightenment presents the entire Buddhist path to enlightenment in terms of meditative practices appropriate to these three differing capacities—the initial, who seeks only a refuge from the fears of rebirth in the lower realms; the intermediate, who principally seeks freedom from cyclic existence; and the advanced, who seeks full awakening for the benefit of all beings” (Jinpa 2008, 676).

27 We do not find this fourfold grouping elsewhere in the literature. It seems that Khenpo Ngaqa means that the Kadam teachings continued to develop through the media of (1) treatises (gzhung)—root texts laying out a key theme; (2) instructions (gdams pa) or oral instructions (gdams ngag) that have passed down through the lineage for generations; (3) upadeśa, or pith instructions (man ngag), which are personal, practical oral instructions from guru to disciple; and (4) exegesis (bstan pa), a general term for teachings, but often with the sense of commentarial or exegetical literature, as in the Tibetan Tengyur (bstan ’gyur), the translated commentaries of the Indian Mahāyāna masters. The first line of this stanza contains the word rim pa (stage/gradual), which may be a nod to the Lamrim (lam rim, “Stages of the Path”) literature influenced by the Kadam approach of careful, deliberate contemplation and meditation. Famous examples of this genre include Gampopa’s Ornament of Precious Liberation and Tsongkhapa’s Great Treatise on the Stages of the Path.

28 Atiśa and Dromtönpa

29 Putowa, Chen-ngawa, and Puchungwa.

30 “Marked for death” renders ’chi ba’i ngang tshul can. A more literal translation might say, “I have a disposition to die.”
The “seven stages” in this line are difficult to identify with certainty. The term is not used in Atiśa’s original *Stages of the Path to Enlightenment* (Atiśa 1973) or *Lamp for the Path to Enlightenment* (Dowd 2021), nor does it appear in *The Book of Kadam* (Jinpa 2008) or the teachings compiled in *Wisdom of the Kadam Masters* (Jinpa 2013). The most fitting reference we find is to a seven-step contemplation discussed in Tsongkhapa’s *Great Treatise on the Stages of the Path*, vol 2. Tsongkhapa calls this teaching the “seven cause-and-effect personal instructions [rnyan ’bras man ngag bdun] in the lineage descended from the Great Elder [Atiśa]” (Tsong-kha-pa 2004, 28). These seven stages are (1) recognizing all beings as your mothers; (2) recollecting their kindness; (3) wishing to repay that kindness; (4) love; (5) compassion; (6) wholehearted resolve; (7) bodhicitta, or awakening mind. (See also Sherburne 1983, 62, n. 2; Sopa 1976, xxii). On Khenpo Ngaga’s deep faith in Tsongkhapa, see Ngawang Palzang 2013, 47, 144, 153, 189, 216.

The term for “plans” in this line is usually spelled *grabs gshom*. Here the spelling is *grab shams*, which may be a regional variant, but is more likely simply a misspelling, since *grabs* and *gshom pa* are both etymologically related to “preparation.” We have amended the Tibetan here to *grabs shoms* since *shoms* is at least a valid form of the verb *gshom pa*.

Normally, the three vajras are the three doors of body, speech, and mind infused with wisdom. In the Kadam context, however, they refer to the “three vajra [convictions],” which, along with the “four aims” and the “three ranks or achievements,” make up the Ten Innermost Jewels of the Kadam tradition (*phugs nor bcu*) (See Zopa 2012, 169–188). The Kadam three vajras are (1) the uncaptured vajra (*theqgs med ro rje*): not allowing friends and family to get in the way of one’s single-minded practice; (2) the shameless vajra (*khrel med ro rje*): not caring what people think or say about you in your pursuit of enlightenment; (3) the wisdom vajra (*ye shes ro rje*), which Lama Zopa says, “means we resolve never to break the promise we have made to practice pure Dharma by renouncing this life. Completely turning away from all that is essenceless and meaningless, we make the firm, unshakable, indestructible determination to make our life equal with the holy Dharma” (Zopa 2012, 184).

Tibetan amended from *phugs stong* to *phug stong*.

The two extremes are nihilistic and eternalistic views.

The four aims, or ambitions, or entrustments (*gtad pa bzhi* or *gtad sa bzhi*), along with the three vajras and four achievements, make up the ten innermost jewels of the Kadam tradition (*phugs nor bcu*). The Rangjung Yeshe Translation Group translates these four in the following way: “Aim your mind at the Dharma. Aim your Dharma practice at simple living. Aim at simple living for your entire life. Aim your death at solitude.” (https://rywiki.tsadra.org/index.php/gtad_pa_bzhi). See Rigpa Shedra’s entry for “Four Ambitions”; Jinpa 2013, intro; and Zopa 2012, 169–179).

Along with the four aims and three vajras, expulsion/banishment, joining, and achievement (*bud snyags/snyogs thob gsum*) round out the ten innermost jewels of the Kadam tradition. (1) “Expulsion/Banishment” means the achievement of being self-ostracized from ordinary society and the ways of normal people (*mi gral nas bud*); (2) “joining” means joining the company of dogs (*khjy gral snyags*), which should be respected for their loyalty and perseverance in the face of hardship and abuse; (3) “achieving” means achieving the rank of a divine (viz., enlightened) being (*lha gral thob*). See Zopa 2012, 184–188.

Unable to locate this prayer in the 2017 Sichuan edition of Khenpo Ngaga’s *Collected Works*, we have speculatively amended the Tibetan of this line, which reads *geg gi lang bs* in the original—a grammatically and semantically problematic phrase: *geg* is one word for cancer, which is then followed by a genitive particle, then the instrumentalized present tense of the verb *lang ba* (“to rise/get up”). Taking that literally is extremely awkward and would result in something like “With the arising of [the] cancer,” which would only make sense if the cancer were taken as a metaphor for disillusionment (*skyo shes*) with samsāra. We think it is much more likely that there are simply a couple of scribal errors in the line. Thus, *geg* is amended to *gegs* (“hindrance”) and genitive *gi* is amended to instrumental particle *khyis* according to spelling rules. This gives us a much clearer and predictable meaning, “persuaded/motivated/affected by hindrances.”

“Delightful Dharma-Den Wonderland” is a slightly more euphonious alternative to the more literal “Pleasant
Doctrine-Bearing Joyous Place” (dga’ ldan yid dga’ chos ’dzin) (Gedun 1989, 143). The term refers to Maitreya’s abode adjoining Tuṣita Heaven. Geshe Gedun Lodö explains, “There is a place called the Joyous [dga’ ldan], which is one of the six areas of Desire Realm gods. There is in the Joyous a pure land called the Pleasant Doctrine-Bearing Joyous Place. The Protector Maitreya lives there. The Joyous itself is contained within cyclic existence because it is one of the six areas of dogs of the Desire Realm; it is not a pure land. However, the Pleasant Doctrine-Bearing Joyous Place is a pure land. It is in the Joyous but away from it, just as monasteries are within cities but at a distance from them” (Gedun 1989, 143).

Completion, maturation, and training (rdzogs smin sbyang) refer to completing the two accumulations, ripening or maturing beings, and training in pure perception (Ngawang Pelzang 2004, 111, 125, 183, 194, 254).